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Request Bids From Trades/Suppliers (Vendors) By Using A List Of Vendors Grouped By Cost Code - continued

After you have contacted a vendor to 
request a bid either by email or 
phone, you can click the link to Post A 
New Bid Record With Bid Request 
Date in order to start a new bid 
record that lets you know you have 
requested a bid.

After using the link to Post A New Bid Record With Bid Request Date above, the bid record will be added to the List Of Bids From Vendors.  It will have 
a zero bid amount because a bid has not been received yet.  BUT it WILL have Request Date.  You can use the check marks for Plans Picked Up and 
Plans Returned as needed.  When the bid is received, you can open the window below by using the Bids link on the list of jobs with budgets (as shown 
earlier) OR by clicking on a link for Vendor Bids on a cost code line on the Job Budget Worksheet shown later in this Help document.  Once the 
window is open, you can find the bid record and then use the pencil edit icon to enter the bid amount and other info as needed.  You can ALSO use 
the upload icon to attach a copy of the bid itself to the record (as shown later in this document).
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How To Use The Total Of Selected Bids As The Budgeted Amount For A Cost Center
After posting a bid record as described on previous pages AND selecting a bid (or bids) to use on the budget, you can click the link labeled Use 
Selected Bids $ to update the job budget for the cost to the total of the selected bid (or bids) for the cost.  Notice that the budgeted amount below 
BEFORE using the bid amount was based on Living SF times a unit price.  This was simply an estimate by the builder BEFORE receiving bids.

Below is a screenshot of the budget for Mirrors and Glass AFTER clicking the link to Use Selected Bid $.  Review previous pages to see that the 
bid amount PLUS the contingency entered for the bid record has been supplied as the budgeted total.  NOTE that the Unit Meas has been 
changed to 'Vendor Bid' and that the Qty has been changed to a 1.CHS
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Create A Purchase Order From A Selected Bid - continued

After creating a Purchase Order from a Vendor Bid as shown on the previous page, there will be a 'Yes' link shown on the vendor bid record for Last 
PO.  You can hover over the 'Yes' link to see the PO Number.  If you click on the 'Yes' link, the Purchase Order edit window (shown on the previous 
page) will open.   IF you click the pencil edit icon for the bid record, you will also see that a PO has been created from the bid (as shown below).
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